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Customer Case Study | digitalAngel 
Integration Builds the Foundation for Ground-Breaking Healthcare IoT 
Platform 
 
Dell Boomi, in partnership with Nalta Group, is helping a pioneering Dutch start-up pilot 
a transformative smart mattress project for care homes. 
 
The future is smart healthcare, with the Internet of Things (IoT) set to have a 
revolutionary impact on hospitals, care homes, doctors and their patients. 
 
Leading the charge is Dutch start-up digitalAngel, a subsidiary of The Netherland’s 
largest medical equipment supplier, Medux. Working closely with Dell Boomi and Nalta 
Group, digitalAngel is creating one of the world’s first open IoT platforms for connecting 
and managing the data from any smart healthcare device. 
 
 
Integration Driving IoT for Healthcare 
Technology in healthcare is rapidly transforming and smart medical devices are 
proliferating. digitalAngel’s vision is to create a single platform that manages all of these 
new IoT-driven, sensor-based devices with the latest mobile and wearable technologies. 
Such comprehensive information, unified on a single platform, can automate tasks to 
lower costs while more efficiently sharing data and creating better insights and 
outcomes for improving patient care. 
 
It is also one of the first cloud platforms that has qualified as a medical device in Europe, 
which requires passing stringent data security and reliability standards. 
Core to the concept behind digitalAngel’s healthcare platform is connectivity. By 
partnering with Boomi, the company has been able to quickly integrate devices, data 
and applications into a unified, massively scalable, highly secure and highly reliable 
digital infrastructure. 
 
As part of its ambitious initiative, digitalAngel is also working with the leading technical 
universities in the Netherlands, in addition to businesses and marketing research 
organizations. In total, it has assembled 18 partner groups to assist with both the 
technological challenges of the platform and to develop new business models using the 
IoT data collected. 
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Helping Patients Sleep Better With Smart Beds 
digitalAngel’s first pilot project focuses on intelligent mattresses. The trial is showing just 
how effective the IoT can be for even one of the most basic parts of the healthcare 
experience. 
Wired with temperature, pressure, and movement sensors, these intelligent devices 
alert staff to any unusual health readings or activities, such as when a patient might fall 
out of bed or if the patient needs help periodically changing sleeping positions. 
“Sleeping smarter is vital to better healthcare and is why we started with the intelligent 
mattress,” says Peter de Lange, managing director of digitalAngel. 
 
De Lange says Boomi and Nalta are core "Lego pieces" to the smart bed project. He 
explains that digitalAngel could have either tried to build the platform themselves, but 
that would have been complex and slow. Instead, digitalAngel decided to assemble the 
best foundational pieces that collectively would build the platform. 
De Lange says Boomi and Nalta bring far greater speed and expertise to the project than 
if digitalAngel tried to build from scratch. Together, they are helping digitalAngel bring 
together all the necessary digital building blocks to make the vision of the platform a 
reality. 
“Working closely with Boomi and Nalta, we have already achieved a great deal in a very 
short frame of time,” de Lange says. 
 
 
Assembling a Digital Healthcare Platform 
A key piece to the digitalAngel platform is Salesforce. The company is using Salesforce 
Identity Cloud as the core tool for hosting all information related to partners, customers, 
and their users of the platform. Other key components of the platform include a 
custom-built care portal, where managers and employees can view mattress sensor 
information on the sleeping activity of patients, as well as set up how they can receive 
alerts on mobile devices, such as a smart phone. 
For driving the care portal and other applications, digitalAngel maintains a primary 
database for housing the information from the mattress sensors and Salesforce. 
Sensor data from the mattresses go through an IoT gateway, which buffers, serializes, 
and forwards it to the database API. Employees access that data through the portal. 
Care givers can set monitoring plans for each patient, such as creating a limit to how 
long a patient should remain in one position or alerts when a patient is away from a bed 
more than 15 minutes. 
 
In the initial pilot Boomi is managing the flow of data back and forth among the care 
portal, Salesforce, the IoT Gateway, and the database API. 
Mike Veldhuis, a managing partner for Nalta, says Boomi is vital to ensuring all the 
integration processes are running on the platform function as they should. That’s not a 
simple task, since just one Salesforce process can require as many as 15 sub-processes 
that can't fail. 
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“Without Boomi the platform simply would not work,” Veldhuis says. “When you look at 
the data flow from all of these sensors and smart devices and related applications like 
Salesforce, the data in an IoT network quickly becomes massive. It could be a challenge 
to know what is happening with all that data, but that is the beauty of Boomi. We know 
exactly where that data sits and where it is going.” 
 
 
Scaling and Speed for IoT Data Integration 
De Lange says digitalAngel selected Boomi because the platform’s technology 
foundation had to handle its potentially massive scale while also providing development 
speed and highly secure and compliant data protection. 
He explains that Boomi makes it easy to combine any number of Atoms (Boomi’s run-
time integration engine) into a Boomi Molecule that provides all the scale, flexibility, high 
availability and resiliency the digitalAngel platform will need. De Lange adds that Boomi 
was the clear choice among his options for integration technologies. “Boomi was at least 
two years ahead of any other vendor on the market, especially in terms of the speed 
and ease of its low-code development environment,” he says. Indeed, speed is critical to 
the success of this initiative. De Lange believes that in order for the digitalAngel platform 
to take hold, it must be able to rapidly develop and roll out new technologies and 
capabilities at speeds previously unheard of with traditional integration projects. With 
Boomi, integration tasks that used to take weeks or months to develop now take only 
hours or days. 
Boomi is also helping digitalAngel not only run faster but also much more efficiently. 
Boomi, for example, provides the capability that allows digitalAngel and Nalta to run 
independent development, test, and production environments but only maintain one 
code base. “While the project is ambitious and challenging, working with Boomi makes 
our life easy,” Veldhuis says. digitalAngel also choose Boomi because it wanted “A 
brands” as partners. Knowing that Boomi was part of the Dell family of technology 
companies assured de Lange that he could depend on Boomi throughout the lifetime of 
the platform. 
 
 
The Beginning of Something Big in IoT Healthcare 
The intelligent mattress project is just the beginning of what digitalAngel aims to do with 
its IoT healthcare platform. It has identified seven “domains” of smart healthcare. Those 
include smart living, smart vitality, smart entertainment, smart social activity, smart 
nutrition, smart communication and smart mobility. 
digitalAngel divides each of those domains into “concepts.” It defines the smart mattress 
pilot project as part of the “sleeping” concept within the smart living domain. 
 
Its next pilot project will focus on smart beds for care homes, helping automate how 
these healthcare beds are adjusted to make patients more comfortable and healthier. 
digitalAngel’s vision is to become the central IoT healthcare hub across the world for  
any medical device maker and healthcare provider, making it easy to connect to any 
device and bring that data into any application or database for building new tools and 
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services. The ultimate goal is to use such IoT data to automate tasks for improving care 
while lowering healthcare costs. 
 
While it is still early days for development of the digitalAngel IoT healthcare platform, as 
the network of devices, data and people expand, de Lange sees a host of ways Boomi 
will bring new intelligence to the platform and help all the data keep flowing smoothly. 
In particular, Boomi’s robust API, master data, EDI and workflow management 
capabilities will become crucial elements to ensuring that all the information on the 
platform is accurate, up-to-date and in the right place at the right time. Partnering with 
Nalta, the two will help digitalAngel continually extent the scope of the network to 
encompass an ever expanding diversity of devices and data. 
 
“I can tell you a beautiful story about our vision and strategy," de Lange says. "But it has 
to be translated into an effective, highly flexible and massively scalable digital platform, 
and that is the reason we are working together with Nalta and Boomi." 
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